Epiq recognizes that not all litigation, regulatory, or compliance matters involve strictly electronic data. That is why we have proudly maintained our commitment to delivering high quality, cost effective services for paper-based litigation support.

**Services**
- Scanning, copying and binding
- Production printing services in B&W and color
- Oversize scanning and printing
- Trial boards in color and B&W
- OCR and auto coding services
- Document coding and unitization services
- A comprehensive suite of eDiscovery services

**World-Class Service. Local Commitment.**

Paper-based discovery can be equally as complex as its electronic counterpart. And as with electronic discovery, today’s technologies—when employed correctly—can both streamline workflow and save money on traditional paper-based litigation support matters. The tools used for these productions are as critical as the highly skilled and professional staff using them. With local facilities in 20 major markets, including our national technology center and regional technology centers, Epiq is uniquely positioned to provide high-quality, personal service to clients nationwide. Consistent, best practices are employed in each facility to ensure exceptional standards are maintained on every project.

**Why Epiq?**

Leveraging the resources of a single service provider to handle both ESI and all paper-based litigation support offers more efficient project management and a streamlined workflow that saves time and money. Leading law firms and corporate legal departments have trusted Epiq for more than a decade to handle all aspects of sensitive discovery projects – large and small, complex and simple.

**People. Partnership. Performance.**

**Contact** legalsolutions@epiqglobal.com